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Unive'r;ity of M!sso~ri-SLLoUiS

~

U_niversity president 'sees~new trend ahead
Carolyn Carter

"In the future we will have
less contrQI over our own' des- ,
tiny,'" said University President
C. Brice Ratcbford.
Ratchford outlined what he
felt to be the future course of
UMSL at a meeting, on campus,
in which he addressed the
UMSL faculty on Sept. 17. (
During three sumJller learning
sessions that Ratchford attended
in Moscow, Aspen and Wash,ington he concluded that
"greater accountability from
everyone involved is a universal
trend due to a financial crunch
facing all governmental units. "
What this 'means. according to
Ratchford , is that the university
will experience more ext\!rnal
control over its decisions.
The worst outcome of tbis
increased-control is that it would
result in more homogeneity in
time during which we need more
diversity said Ratchford.
" People insist more and more
that they be more involved in
nonacademic decisions, e.specially in budget control. .. said
Ratchford. '
Ratchford invislons the greatest impact of new control coming
from students, He further stated
that' he felt this was a national
tren.d of involvement.
Ratchford pointed out several
implication s he felt consumer
involvement would ignite:

-He feels much more control
will come from stat!! and local
government.
-More control will stem from
the Coordinating Board of
Higher Ed!:lcation, especially
in decisions- controlling budget.

-Decision m~king will take'
longer.
-The process of decision making will . be made more
public.
"Ten years ago if the Board
of Curators had decided- to

establish an optometry
school on the MariJIac prop,
erty that would have ended
it," said Ratchford.
-Student activism will b'e
str cnger.
-There will be a trend toward
more vocational levels which
will mean increased pressure
on admission into professional schools. As an example,
Ratchford paused to point .out
that many felt some 'liberal
arts requirements should be
dropped.

,-Societies will insist on
greater productivity. Here
Ratchford pointed out a possible negative outcome of
such a change. ''If we get too
far off on productivity all '
considerations of ~uality are
dropped," he said. ," Again it
tends to homd,genize rather
than diversify. "
In preparing for this new
future •'what we ' have to do is
plan for a decline ," said Ratch, ford. "In the last three years we
have definitely .declined.
[continued on page 6]

Sighting of rat at loading--dock
" no cause for alarm"
Bm Townsend

a

UNIVERSITY- PRESIDENJ': According to C,' Brice Ratchford, the
future expansion of -UMSL wiD d,e pend heavily on increased external
control, [Photo compliments of OPI]

Marathon session elects iustices
Other openings filled by the
In its longest session of the
year, the Central Council voted council on Sunday were fiv e
Sunday to fil l positions on t he positions on the University Pro-,
student court and the University gramming Board. The five new
Programming Board for the members are: Tom Rodgers,
1975-76 academic ' year. The Betty Brielmaier, Brady Barr,
/, . council also considered , but did Sandra Butler and Renee Ewing.
Members of the board are
not act upon , a motion for its
members ' to support accredita- charged with the advising of
program director , Stephanie
tion of Math 02 and English 09.
Kries on the selection of weekThe nearly three hour long
end , films and speakers and
meeting saw the council return
programs to be presented on
three students who had served
campus.
oll la'st years student court.
The council, met for the
Re-elected, with recommendaseventh time since May, also
tions from both within and
took discussion on the COTQoutside of council, were Karen
mittee Against Racism proposal
Novak~ Nikki Spiro , an.d Susan
to grant credit toward graduaPrives. Rounding out the
tion f1')r all ,courses. Th ose
member court will be Steve
course s now offered wit hQu t
Hamilton and Rita Bhola.
credit are Math 02 and English
Members of the court serve lis
09 . Accreditation ' for those
a review board for those stucourses had been approved by a
dents who appeal -traffic viola(wo to one margin in last
tion a,nd parking , tickets. The
council did not elect last year Is _spring's student referendum and
the results were referre d to
chief justice, Bruce Petersmeyer
ChancelIor Arnold Grobman.
who sought a second term, along
The debate on the motion,
with Sid Schuman who was also
which lasted for n~arly an hour,
replaced.
centered on the impact such a
Voting on the court nominees
move would have on academic
was preceded b y a lengthy
standards at UMSL. Paul Gomdebate which included an atberg, assi~tant professor of philtempt to table, the nominations.
, Administration Committee Chairosophy , speaking out for the
man, Mike Miller, stated that proposal , stated that academic
i,! was the responsibility of standard~ established " a form of
elitism" and that he did not
the administrative committee to
believe in that kind of "snobscreen applicants for the student
court and not that of other. ber. "
Several members of council
members of council.
took ~xception to Gom berg's
Curt , Watts, who along with
several other council members , remarks with one member fearing a ~nowbaIl effect if stahinterv:iewed court applicants,
dards were lo.wered as CARD
protested that generally the
proposes . Vice-president Cur"
council "had been waiting too
Watts stated that the students
long to act uPori openings which
. had already spoken out in favor
needed 1:0 be filled."

of giving credit for presently
non-credit courses. in last springs
referendum apd felt· that council
support 'would be redundant .
The debate eventuaIly beca.l1le ,
academic as many members of
the council drifted ouf during
- the 'course of the .meetiIJg. A
quorum calI w:as asked for and
there' were not enough members
present to continue the meeting.
Debate on th~ 'proposal will have
to be rescheduled at a later
date.
Due to the quorum . calI no
time was established for the
next meeting.
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St. Louis Coil nty government ,
,responsible for ;rat control and
A rat approzimately seven or
they c~me to' campus to 'investieigh inches long w~s reportedly
gate the situation.
sighted near the loading dock
If there is ' a ,"rat problem,"
; just outsi~e the University CenEdwards said that part of the
ter Food Service Tuesday evenblame can be placed upon the
ing , Sept. 9.
refuse company which services
, The woman who allegedly saw
the entire university, Hueffmeier
the rat at 9 pm , said she saw it
Brother. '
'
run up the side of the retaining
"We've fought with them for
wall between the dock and the
years to provide better service,
bookstore before- scurrying into a '- Sometimes after a lot of co,mset of bushes. It then darted in a
plaining there is a temporary
secQnd set of bushes and that
improvement in service. But
was the last she. and her
after a while it worse ns again.
companion saw of the animal.
After a while you get tired _of
The woman said her own and
bothering them, so you say 'to
companion 's efforts to stop the
hell with it .' ..
'
rodents with thrown rocks failed ,
Edwards said that Hueffmeier
University Center Director Bill
does not , clean up the overspill
Edwar(Js said he was , "sure it
which OCCl\rs when 'they dump
was possible" that a rat was
the trash into ' the truck. Edspotted outside the food service
wards said they also do ' no ,
though he had' not seen' one: He
disinfect- the refuse containers
emphasized, Bowever that there
and they have containers with
is no cause for alarm because to
bent lids which. may also contrihis knowledge no rats have been
bute to the problem .
inside 'the food service .
Hueffmeier Brothers General
"We are freqllently inspected
Manager Bob 'Evans denied the
by exterminators for pests and
charge that his company does
we always get a clean slate of
not disinfect the containers , but
health. "
he did not discount the possibilMoreover, Edwards said, "I'm
ity that the operators might not
sure that if you went behind
be as careful as they should be.
most any restaurant or super"We have S1000 worth of
market you would rim into the
disinfectant equipment on every
i
sa~e problem. "
truck which our operators are
Edwards said he would report
instucted to use, " , Evans said.
the sighting to Physical Plant
"However, that's not to say that
and to the Office of Purchasing ,
the disinfectant is going to
the office which handles calls
provid~ complete sanitary conregarding refuse pickup .
trol.
Also , the Current notified '
[continued on page \8] ,
Vector Control , the division of

ALGAE ON BUGG LAKE: The algae Doating on
-Lake ' may look unsightly but that green matter Is
necessary for sustaining pond life. ' See related story OD page 2. [Photo by MIke Gunn]
,
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Algae supports wildlife' of pond

BORDER AROUND LAKE: Besides serving as a resting place for
students, the railroad ties' built aroun" Bugg Lake beautify the area
and provide a better environment for wildlife. [Photo by Mike Gunnl

Ser.endipity to acquaint
students with I,I~SL
Jeanne HoweID

----~~~~~----------- /

•

Sunday. October 5, is the date
set aside fo.r the Serendipity
Open Ho.use . Beginning at 2 pm
, in the mUlti-purpo.se building
there will be a presentatio.n~ by
university perso.nnel and a slidetape sho.w reaturing sights and
itel,Jls o.f interest o.n the campus.
Shuttle buses will .then take the
visito.rs and their parents to'
Benton Hall fo.r a guided to.ur o.f
the campus.
Sere'n dipity - Day is a jo.int
effo.rt o.n the part if the Alumni
Asso.ciatio.n and the Admissio.ns
Office to' introduce' area" high
school and junio.r co.llege
dents to' the UMSL campus.
A serendipity is the accidental
making o.f a fo.rtunate discovery
and bo.th spo.nso.rs are lining up
a pr-egram to' make the to.urists
feel as tho.ugh they have stum. bled acro.ss a so.urce o.f educational wealth in the co.mmunity.
Mini classroo.m sessio.ns will
be spo.nso.red by the English,
histo.ry, a,n d chemistry depart-

stu-

ments. :students can go. into. an
assigned ro.o.m and a pro.fesso.r
will explain the co.llege class
layout such as the differ,e nce
between a lecture .and a lab
class.
'-......
Faculty members will also. be
statio.ned in the cafeteria to.
answer any questio.ns abo.ut the
co.urses o.ffered and to. pro.vide
brief co.urse descriptio.ns : Representatives fro.m Admissio.ns will
give info.rmatio.n o.n ho.w to. apply
to. the scho.o.l and so.urces o.f
financial aid.
Traditio.nally, the campus 0.pen ho.use used to be in midspring and was limited to. inco.ming freshmen who. had been
accepted. This year, acco.rding to.
Neill F. Sanders, assistant admissio.ns directo.r, there have
been so. many requests abo.ut the
campus. that it was decided to.
mo.ve the date into. the fall
semester.The, aim o.f tl}e <new fall
Serendipity Day is to. generate a
po.sitive feeling abo.ut UMSL and
enco.urage students to. try a
ho.me-based co.llege.

Karen Robinson
Co.ntrary to. popular belief, the
algae o.n Bugg Lake is essential
to wildlife survivlll in and around
the lake.
'Also., the ducks do. no.t get
co.ld feet in -the win(ertime,
acco.rding to. F.H. Mo.yer, pr,g,fessor o.f biology Who. has do.ne
many studies of the lake in the
past years.
"The algae may appear unsightly, but it's a sign o.f a
healthy pend . ~ho.tosynthetic
plants are at' ,the botto.m o.f a
lake's f~o.d ch~in," he explain,ed.
Blue-green algae is tlie mo.st
p~ominent type o.f algae t10ating
o.n to.p o.f the lake. Micro.sco.pic,
algae . makes the water lo.o.k·
green.
, .. 'In certl!in cases people add
chemicals to po.nd water, to. kill
algae, but these peo.ple sto.ck
tho.se places with hatchery fish,"
he said. Getting rid o.f the algae
in ~ugg Lake wo.uld upset the
eco.lo.gical balance of the pond
and wo.uld kill the thousands of
fish and water creatures that
thrive on the algae. Moyer said.
He explained that fluctuatio.n s
in water level result in physical
changes in the pond and in the
eco.lo.gy o.f the plants and animals living there.
, There are lo.ng-range plans tu
beautify Bugg Lake add to make
a better environment for wildlife
around UMSL, but Moyer said ,
that the bio.lcgy department
needs time to let the lake's
water level stabilize.
About five' years ago, railroad
tie retaining walls were built on
several sides of the po.nd to keep '
mud and silt fro.m washing into
the pond. This wo.uld settle on
the bo.ttom making Bugg Lake ,
more shallo.w than it should be.
Mo.yer said.
As a result o.f these wa'lls, the
laIs,e has begun to stabilize. but
mo.ney .is 'still needed. Mo.yer
estimated that S3000 to. S5000 is
needed . to create a . natural
setting like that aro.und must
Missouri po.nds. He feels that
this natural enviro.nment would
attract much of the animal
wildlife scattered around UMSL.
He sai.d that money is alsu
needed to. build a rainwater
runo.ff pipe that is very much ,
needed, in his opinion, to. help
eliminate erosio.n. _
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reading, where two peo.ple give
a dramatic reading fro.m a play
o.r mo.vie scene and are judged
by how well they. perfo.rm."
"Competitio.n isn't the o.nly
food for the team members,"
Shields said "Often scJ:loo.ls or
church gro.ups will call and ask
fo.r speakers and this gives us a
chance to go. o.ut to. the public."
The Bi-Centennial Youth Debates, a natio.n wide pro.gram fo.r
debate competitio.n has beer:
started. All high schools and
co.llege students up to age 25 are
invited to. join.
The debate team is funded by
the Co.llege o.f Arts and Sciences
and fro.m Student Activities fees.
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Candids ,
Formals
, Mistys
MANY SPECIAL EFFECTS
Inexpen~ive economy . packs - available
Sports, Po.rtraits, Photo. Co.pying, Theatrical Wedding
5144 Dresden
,
•
St. Louis, Mo. 63116
i. . .HOI
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caR after 5:0'/8t-5I9J

EVENING
'COUNCIL
ELECTIONS

1_.

997·1888

I
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time: 6-8
flot .i ng Places
Lucas Hall

University
Center
.
.

ILL1l0B
You asked lor it ... so it's back

lUNCHEON SPECIAL
"

.Need a cornracep«Nei
N.eeda preJZnancy test?
4409 W. Pine
1260 locust
533·7460
Room 310
31i5 S.Gmnd ,
2~1~0650
.865·1850

GYRO SANDWIqI SPFCIAli1us.' month only.
$L7' wIIh Jrinj (ID Please)
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. SWISH Kr1IO' 'I."c,N
'. DO~OES • GYRO
, ' EXCJlUf!(CWII:i(
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.sept. 29 &

PIZZA &
DRAFT BlER
Available
$even Days
'til 4 P.M ..

. or

-PiZZA &
SALAD
8" Indivigual
Single Ingredient,

.ENOS

"

j
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Fi~e Authe~~i(' Greek .Dini.~1C
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J'YFING & EDiTING
SERVICE:

Debating requires varied talent
Tim Hogan
There are o.ther co.mpetitio.ns
, that the Debate Team is invo.lved _in o.ther than fo.rmal
debate. These are the perso.nal ,
events which include po.etry
reading in which the participant
states what he believes the
autho.r's intent to. be and then
reads the po.em alo.ud. A similar
fo.rm is fo.llo.wed in pro.se rearlings .•
In gro.up reading, ano.ther o.f
the perso.nal events, a gro.up
divides up a piece o.f literature
and interprets that piece in a
driutlatic reading in an attempt
to. put acro.ss a visual image.
Persuasive speaking, in which
yo.u are given a po.sitio.).1 to.
persuade the audience to. that
positio.n and expo.sito.ry speaking, where yo.u are given a to.pi~
to. detail in a speech and two.
o.ther events. There is impro.mptu .and extempo.raneous speaking
in which yo.u are given a t!,pic
and little o.r no. time, to. prepare
befo.re speaking.
"Original co.medy and original
literature are two. of the mo.re
fun events,'; Shields said. "AlSo.
there is compe~ition in duet

ments co.nducted by the stuDucks have ) Ilhabited Bugg
dents.
Lake since the early sixties, but
In the winter, an air pump j's
tIfis year's duck po.pulatio.n is
used to keep an l\rea of the lake
unusually high. If an}bo.dy
unfrozen so. ,that the ducks. can
wants their very own duck, he o.r
swim .
she sho.uld co.ntact the bio.lo.gy
According to. --Mo.yer, even
department chairman. Ho.wever ,
"students sho.uldn't help them - though they stand on ice for
selves," Mo.yer stated, because _ lo.ng perio.ds of time and swim in
they can no.t kno.w fo.r sure cold water all winter long, { he
whicb o.nes are being used for ducks do. not mind the cold
weather. They can not feel cold
experiments.
Once the ducks lay their eggs. through their feet because there
they- will no.t uncubate the eggs are no nerve cells there that are
themselves. Fo.r thi!; reaso.n the sensitive to cold. Their feathers
ducklings are reared in behavior insulate the rest of th ir bid
classes and are used in exper~ .against co.ld.
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FINE GREEK RESTAURAN:t'

9640.ItAruR~L BIIDGI . . :::;~:~.':,

..

DI..... "rI••;r.;,•• ~2 •• J1 '

F· PA~ll!9 • MOUSA~ .
WICH (Ou'-OWn Mad. Bre'"
', 0$' FINE ~REf~~AST,RW.~

Wb "o"eekor AIi1encon FoOd()pen 6110 o.m. - 12.00 Midnight
PIenIv.af Free PorI<ing

4~7~ 1883 '

Regular menu also available at lunch.
Northwest County
7430 N. Lindbergh Blvd.

west County
9500 Natural Bridge Rd.

South County
3500 lema~ Ferry Rd.
Always Fresh Baked.. wtth ,lfatura'i ingredtents
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LETTERS
Condemns Gomberg's

EDITORIALS
Patty Hearst is an example
Greg Ahrens
Last week , th-:: llororious Pall \ Hearst was
apprehended b~' the FB!. Once 'again we are
reminded that ,\ merica is one of the few places in
the ~\ orld where th e governmenr would spe nd over
$3 million to track down a uan k wbber. This
obviously says something about the prillrities in
our injustice system. What i ~ even more Important
is th e extent to which PJ[ ty' s fathe r we ill to
e xpress h ~s relief on sever. i occasion s that his
da ughter was · ..:aptured unha rmed." He ~ee ms to
be aware th at Patty Hearst was '" allied dead or
ali ve : that it wo uld have been c0nvenient for the
FBI to stage a shootout, and that it would be more
convenient for , !~ e go ' ernmen t 10 have her dead.
Man.ITs in the tJ lited .rates are quicl,j\' forgott en .
However . now that she is safely in jail. there will
have to be long months of public [rial, in which
her poiitical ideas will be in rhe newspapers and
on the television every- evening to corrupt rhe
minds of America's children. J c age Julius Hoffman did more to radicalize the \ outh of the late
~!xties than the Yippies would ha\'e dreamed
possible: A Common citizen-turn ed-"urban guerilla" often goes unnoticed, but a newspaper
heiress-turned- " urban-guerilla" is a novelty that
begs attention and is therefore more of a threat.

her father ' s house "there are many mansIOns,"
and it could be expected for ber to succumb to the
pleasures of wealth and the low of her family .
Above all , Patricia Hearst is "only human ." As
an outlaw , she became somewhat of a counter-culture hero in eluding the FBI for 19 months. but
she must have at least \subconsdously. allowed
herself to be captured last week .
.
It is alleged that the Cuban dictator Batista tried
to bribe Fidel Castro with a government pusition
after he had granted amnesy to the Moncada
Barracks rebels and freed t hem from prisvn in
1956. Of course Castro refused and exiled himself
to Mexico to plan the later-sucessful revolution
which drove out Batista in 1959. Even in late 1958
when the U.S. gave up its support for Batista,
there was hope among the State Department, the
sugar interests and the casino owners that yotmg
Castro could be bought off and Cuba would remain
a colony of the United States under a new regime.
It is becoming increasingly clear that America IS
being run by a small group with vested economic
interests, that most of congress has been bought
by the oil companies and that Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford were ill1d are puppets for Rockefeller
and the wealth he represents. It is bCl'oming

COMMENTARY .
Since April 4 , 1974 when Patricia Hearst
announced she had joined the Symbionese liberation Army there has been much speculation on
what would cause a kidnap vicrim to join with her
captors in a life of crime . What would cause a
.voung woman of her wealthy background, who
could have practically "anything she wanted," to
tu rn against the wealthy class to the extent of
calling her own parents " pigs?" What was the
indoctrination the SLA gave her? What literature
was she reading? (To paraphrase the anecdote
abo c t President Lincoln when queri e d about
General Grant's drinking problem: "Find out what
she was reading and make it required in all high
5chools across the land! ")
Many people in the New Left "Movement"
wanted Patty Hearst to emerge and tell her story,
but they also knew the potential danger involved
and thus preferred to know she was safe and alive
in the " underground. " The fear for her life was
probably the main factor involved on the part of
those who harbored her from the law for the past
year and more. While the FBI was celebrating
their greatest moment since J. Edgar Hoover
allegedly led the ambush of John Dillinger, in
much the same manner the " hawks" in our
country celebrated the "success" of the Mayaguez
incident, the fact that Patty Hearst was captured
alive and unharmed was a cause for celebration on
the part of the Left.
It must be remembered that American prisons
are not safe against those who would prefer the
silence of certain prisoners. If we remember the
killing of George Jac~son by the guards at Soledad
Prison , or the mysterious death of Jack Ruby by
cancer, or for diat matter, the shooting of Oswald
in the basement of the Dallas jail, there is little
chance that the " Establishment" will just sit back
and let Patricia Hearst and William and Emily
Harris direct a revolution from their jail cells.
That is, of course, assuming that "Tania"
Hearst will retain the courage of her convictions.
Her parents would like to get her released to their
custody, to return her to the comforts of home. In

increasingly clear .that "the system " is corrupt
and needs to be replaced. Let us not forget the
lengths and expense that the .. Establishment"
went to to try to maintain the puppet Thieu regime
in power in South Vietnam or the covert actions to
insure the demise of the democratically and
constitutionally elected Socialist government of
Salvadore Allende in Chile .
Let us not also be fooled into thinking the major
corporations will voluntarily give up all their
wealth and power if we get together and work
within the system to elect a socialist government,
or return power to the hands of the people .
Samuel Adams and John Hancock did not think for
a minute that they would go to King George and
say "Well, the people in the colonies voted to be
independent, and the election was fair and square,
so would you please pack up your redcoats and
leave us alone? " When it was clear to the signers
of the Declaration of Independence that the laws
of the King had lost their legitimacy, they
declared "That whenever any form of government
becomes destructive to these ends, it is the Right
of the People to alter or to abolish it." The last
ine of the document reads "we mutually pledge to
each other our Lives ; our Fortunes and our sacred
Honor."
Let Patricia Hearst the newspaper heiress
reconcile herself with her family, if that is
necess~ry to her human condition , but let "Tania"
Hearst, the revolutionary-guerrilla serve as ~n
example. Let her life as a fugitive, her stored-up
weapons , her daily mile jogs , serve as an
inspiration to all those who are serious about
changing or abolishing the present government.
Patty Hearst may go to jail for the rest of her life
for violating " their" laws, but there will be
thousands of Patty Hearsts to take her place in the
streets; modern day "minutepersons" who will
flash the strobelights from the steeple, "three if
by airl" Let "Tania" Hearst go to jail with the
knowledge that she may rightfully quote the
famous statement by Fidel Castro, "History will
absolve mel" .

Dear Editor:
. I am ' writing this letter in
response to certain U1idemocratic
actions on the part of Professor
Paul Gomberg . We , of the St.
Louis Coalition Against Racism
feel that the facts of this
incident should be fully discussed by the students of UMSL
On Monday, Sept. 8, Mark
Baugher, a tnember of SCAR, a
recognized group on campus ,
was distributing leaflets to publicize an UMSL meeting which
SCAR was sponsoring to discuss
what students can do about the
racist mob violence dire cted
against the Black community in
Boston and Louisville. At that
time, Paul Gomberg , in full view
of a number of students, boldly
tore down a leaflet which Mark
had posted on a trash can. We
can only assume that Prof.
Gomberg did this in the name of
the Committee Against Racism
which he supports and which
has political difference with ' the
Student Coalition 'Against Racism (SCAR).
'. .
The racist forces in this coun-.
try are very strong and powerful
and racism is deeply ingrained
in all our social insti~ ;.tions (the
schools, media, etc.). In the
course of fighting racism, differ- .
ences on how best to proceed'
naturall y arise among groups
and . individuals. These differences must be discussed so that
people may hear aH views and
decide for themselves . Prof.

••

ac~ions
Gomberg feels he has the right
to decide what UMSL students
should hear and should not hear.
SCAR feels that these actions
should be condemned by UMSL
stu.dents and especially by Black
students--for we are the ones
who have the most to gain by
the extension of democratic
rights as opposed to further
restrictions . We further invite
the members of the Committee
Again~t Racism to· join us in
building the 2nd National Student Conference Against Racism
to be held in Boston , Oct. 10-12.
At the Student Conference thousands of students will once again
gather together to discuss differences and try to arrive at a
united approach to combatting
racism on it national scale. We
also invite the Committee Against Racism to join with us in
common action as we have
joined with other groups in the
past for such activities as the
Dec. 14th, 1974 March Against
Racism in Boston which drew
12,000 peoplE:, the May 17, 197:;
National Freedom March in
Boston which drew 15,000 and in
organizations like the Joanne
Little Solidarity Committee
which defended sister Joanne
Little against a racist frame-up,
and in the on-going struggle to
win freedom for J .B.. Johnson .
Glenn White
St_ Louis SCAR

-

'-

Angry over sport instruction fee
Dear Editor:
I am really dissapointed this
year that there is a fee for the
Sports Instruction program . Last
year I participated in my spare
. time and enjoyed it very much.
However , I was led to believe
that I paid $24.50 in the form of
Student Activity Fee that covered student use of the Multi Purpose Building fa cilities and
quite a few other expenses.
Since I paid the Stud e nt

Activity Fees and since the
instructors are paid partially by
the other $270, I paid as tuition
and partially out of the federal
income tax I paid last year--I fail
to see why I must pay an
additional fee to participate in
the Sports Instruction program.
I'm sitting on the bench this
semester!

•

Andrelt Hunter
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Meremec project seems s't alemated

•

ton remarked. "These recreational, and to a lesser extent,
the flood control benefits are
not tied inherently to the three
major lakes in their specific
locations. In other words, the
Meramec Basin project as presently planned is not unique in
I being the only possible con-

to," Gamble stressed. "There is
no way we can ' preserve the fine
attractions' of the Meramec Basin if we only use the rivers for
recreation., and we would not
The attempt to use the enhave the valuable water supply
vironmental mediation process to
. or protection ag~t floods."
reconcile the dispute concerning
Don Rimbach, staff geologist
the construction of the Meramec
for Onondaga Cave and a frePark Lake appears stalemated.
quent companion of a University
The opponents of the project are
of Missouri team of mammalsolidly in favor of mediation, but
ogists who are conducting an the proponents are vehemently
18-month study of the Indiana
opposed.
;,at population funded by the
Environmental mediation was
Corps of Engineers , does not
first employed in the debate
consider the proponents ' posiover the construction of a dam
tion on mediation to be impeneon the Snoqualmie River neae
..
. - ---....
.-- ~ ----- ---- .........~
trable.
Seattle, Washington. Opponents
~
. ~~~ ' '. - --:....=... ....-' .
"I don't think thath propo~ .~- - -~and proponents held opinions
nents_ of. the project understand
that are similar to those held by
the le~ality of the Indiana bat
corresponding groups in the
issue, ' Rimbach remarked . " If
Meramec Basin controversy. The
they did, I feel that they would
only issues unique to the Merabe !hore conducive to mediamec Basin project are the
tion . "
Indiana bat issue, Onondage
" In my opinion it is illegal
Cave issue, and the position of
and immoral to build Meramec
Bovernor Bond.
Park Lake due to the Indiana
A mediation t eam comprised
bat," emphasized Rimbach.
of Dr. Gerald W. Cormick and
' 'The 1973 Endangered Species
Ms. Jane E. McCarthy, coAct is totally explicit, and it
directors of the Environmental
totally protects the bat and its
Mediation Project at Washington
crucial habitat."
University in St. Louis, was
"The caves that would be
utilized to settle the dispute.
inundate by the lake are defThe two mediators contacted all
initely critical habitat because
/
parties with views on the project
they are used for both nursery
.
and chose a ten member mediacolonies on raising the young in
tion committee who, although
the spring and summer and
they had been identified with
hibernation colonies in the wininterested groups, represented
ter," Rimbach further defin ed.
themselves.
"There are thousands of Indiana
With the assistance of the
bats located within the bounmediators, a IS-year conflict was
I
daries of the normal pool of the
resolved in less than one year.
lake. "
The damsite was relocated in .an
On Monday. September 8, the
area that had been heavily
Artist's conception of the Meramec dam area [Drawing courtesy Diuio Franii]
U.S. COl!.rt of Appeals began
damaged by logging, and all
reviewing the appeal of the
figuration of lakes that could . RCGA, 9utlined his maj~r points " . He feels the subJect at present is
other pertinent details were meSierra Club's lawsuit, against
provide flat water recreation for
diated to the satisfaction of
of opposition to mediation.
an "outdated" issue.
the project. and a decision is
St. Louis."
everyone concerned.
"In talking to the Corps of
Gamble asserted that the
"It is the lake in its present
Meramec Park Lake, Union
Engineers and others ~ho are '
public was well-informed about . expected by the end of this
calendar year. The court has
location that so many people
Lake, and Pine Ford Lake are
familiar with the engineering of
the project from its inception.
ordered
the Corps of Engineers
find objectionable because it
the main lakes contained in the
the project, they state that
"I could go to court any old
would flood .commercial and
Meramec Basin project. MeraMeramec Park Lake is crucial to
day and push anybody to the ' to supply them with an indepth report on the Indiana bat
many wild caves as well as
mec Park Lake is the largest,
the project," Walsh said. "It is
wall with legal evidence that
situation in the proposed dam
popular floating stretched of the
and the remaining two are each
needed to provide flood protecpeople knew about it from the
area, which the court will review
Meramec River and the Huzzah
approximately one-half its size.
tion for the lower Meramec and
point of view of newspapers .
then
deliver to the Sierra Club
and Courtois Creeks," SymingPine Ford is located in an area
drinking eater for the Sullivan
radio, television. newsletters,
for comment.
that has been extensively mined ton further explained. "It therearea."
bulletins, appearances, talks.
Missouri public opinion polls
fore appears that modifactions of
and Union Lake is in a margin"In addition, neither of the
meetings, hearings, it was thorrate the publk sentiments toally-scenic area. Meramec Park . the project, which could perhaps
other two lakes---Fine Ford and
oughly covt:red, " Gamble staward the project as high as
Lake, however, is the center of be reached through mediation,
Union Lake--would be large eted.
65-35 in opposition to the procould satisfy the region's need
ail the controversy.
nough to stand the amount of
. Gamble possesed an opinion
ject.
Senator Eagleton, in a
for lakes but would not have the
Congressman James W. Symwater u's age ," commented
similar to that of Walsh conrecent speech at Washington
ington first suggested the use of environmental disadvantages of
cerning the possible elimination
Walsh. "You could inundate the
Meramec Part Lake."
mediation in resolving the Merarea with people instead of
of Meramec Park Lake from the ' University , admitted that the
majority of mail received by his
The chief opponents of the
amec Basin issue in a speech to
water. "
project.
office was anti-dam .
the Ozark Chapter of the Sierra project , the Sierra Club, the
Walsh also explained that the
"You can't handle masses of
The environmentalists may
Citizen s Committee to Save the
Club on May 27, 1975.
inclusio.n of Meramec Park was
p~ple on these small Ozark
have sufficient support for an
"I feel that many of the area's Meramec, and the Meramec
an additional bonus to induce
streams to the extent that you
initative drive , and. if the proleaders are supporting the pro- Task Force, a part of the
industry to locate in the St.
will get heavy loads out there.
Mational Speleological Society,
ponents continue their steadfast
ject because of the need for
Louis area and thus create jobs
particularily with an energy
stand
against mediation. it may
more convenient flat water rec- have all given enthusiastic supand lower the unemployment
problem and people not being
become a reality.
reation for St. Louis," Symin - port for a mediation effort. The
0 as far as h
used
I

Stan Ketterer

chief proponents, the St. Louis
Regional Commerce and Growth
Association (RCGA) and the
Meramec Basin Association
(MBA), however, have not.
In a recent interview Thomas
P.Walsh, director of Transportation, Government Affairs and
Community Development for the

In another interview, James
Gamble, president 'and cheif
executive of the MBA, discussed
his feelings about mediation.
Gamble considers the entire
planning, "development, and implementation of the project sinc.e
its disbandonment in 1949 as
"in effect a mediation."

FOCUS
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'Candidates announced for elections

...

New student elections for representation on Central Council will be held on
October 1 and 2. At this time the
Admissions office cannot tell if six or
seven representatives are to be elected.
An answer should be presented by the
end of the week.
The candidates for new student elections are:
MIchael P. Biondi: A resident of St.
Louis, Biondi has had experience working
on and in cimmunity and school organizations, at Washington University and
hopefully UMSL.
Biondi's platform includes student participation in and membership on the
Board of Curators. Biondi would like to
see a human studies program initiated, at
first through inter-disciplinary procedures, and finally a human studies
department to replace present curriculum. He would like to begin a curriculum
centered around inner St. Louis,. to
investigate parking and fee cinditions at
UMSL, to abolish tuition and grades, and
to bring about community control of
schools.
Jeamae Grossman: A resident of St.
Louis, Grossman has been a member of
student government in high school and
worked on rules that the students wanted

changed or improved. Grossman says she
"wants to participate in influencing the
policies, here, that directly affect me and
my fellow students."
Terry A. Klasek: A resident of Normandy, K!asek served two years in the
Student Senate at Florissant Valley
Community College. K.lasek was Recording Secretary for a year, and chairperson
of the Constitution Committee. Klasek
also served on the College Council (the
highest governing body on campus) for
one semester.
K.lasek, in April 1975, ran unsuccessfully for the Normandy Board of Trustees,
and plans to run again in April - 1976.
K.lasek attended Summer Session '75 at
UMSL, and this is his first full semester
here.
K.lasek feels that he "derives much
good feelings, and a sense of accomplishment in work for and with fellow
students, and others for the betterment
of life on campus. All information is
carefully weighed prior to making a
decision. As an elected student I can
, promise to only my best for you with your
help. I will place myself on permanent
call to the st'ldents to listen to any gripes
or problems, and bring them to the
attention of the proper authorities."

"I am not out of contact with the
students even though I'm a 28 year old
veteran," Klasek said.
Robert Mann: A resident of St. Louis.
Mann is a junior college transfer student
from Meramec, and is a 1973 graduate
from Lutheran High School. His experience includes secretary of his high school
chess club and his platform is "Hard
work and desire will do it."
Mann believes he is 'qualified to run
for council. I have the determination to
work hard for the student and UMSL. My
desire is as strong as anyone and I think I
can bring fresh ideas to council, because
I really want to work for the students."
Lawrence C. Nobbs: A resident of
University City, Nobs served in student
government in high school. He wishes to
represent student concerns and desires
more effectively on campus and create
more student power in student related
decisions.
.
John Trybala: A resident of Ferguson,
Trybula was a class representative his '
sophomore year at McCluer High School.
He desires to "help iron out problems in
o~r upiversity, such as ' non-credit
cours~s, functions and happenings at
school should be what the students want,
and helping new students find out about

services offered to them through the
university. "
Trybula wants to make sure cuts in
cost to departments and rises in fees to
the student are held down or justified.
Gary J. Vlen: A resident of Creve
Coeur, Vi en was vice-president of his
freshman class and president his sophomore year in high school. and is
registered in "Who's Who Among American High School Students."
Vien says that he is "an active
participant of sports and active in many
clubs, and a pledge in the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. The reason why I wa'ht
to run is to get a useful and meaningful
knowledge of UMSL. not for only myself
but to share this knowledge with other
students around and at UMSL. I am an
outlloinll student."
Bomale Westfall: A resident of florissant. Westfall has two years experience
in her high school student council.
Westfall "wants to have a say in student
government and be able to do what ever I
can to help students. I want to be
involved in what is going on."
There will also be three amendments to
the Central Council Constitution to be
voted on.
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New pl.a n to .g o with future trend
[continued from page 1]
.. Resourc es have not kept
pace with students in purchasing
power. In the past we have
handled our shortage by anri·
tion. We need another means tu
handle dec·l ine."
Because the university will nOI
have as larg e a quantity of
resources to draw frol11. il needs
to define and evaluate in grealer
d ept h t eac hing and learning.
said Ratchford.
" If we are g,lillg 10 put X pcr
cent of our budget onto scholar·
<;hips we are gllin g W h ... \ I" II )
" valuale our se'holarshl p ", ~le'lll
Illore thl)nm g hly ." he said.
Ratchford el11pha~izl'd th.: e·
valuation .of learning and place
less emphlsis on the cvaluiHion
of re~l!arch. I;l.e felt Il hll'l' .Ill ~:..n.:e i1lCllt in cyalUatlll ,15 rc~ C' dr.:h \\' d, Ill'L'lled but th e lll'n i

was not as great as in learning
and teaching.
.
"We should work harder on
making this a truly urban cam·
pus." Said Ratchford . " It shou ld
be somelhing other than a
tradilional college call1pu~ in an
urban community. How mudl
citizens are willing to pay for
education can only be answered
by th e people."
Ra lchford s u gges ted Ihal
through using alumn i and publk
reSl)UrCeS the universities need~
could be presented to and dis·
cussed with the people. "Sitting
bac k and hoping I'm a t a:-i n crea~e is gelling U'~ Ihl\\ he'rc."
he said.
Ratchford slaled earlier that
th e on ly lIleans the university
pr e ~ c JJlly has \I.) gellerale dollars
wi th is thro u~h the number of

~ ( : harlt'~ 'Ian~()n

--

$33,500,000
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

students and credit hours of·
fered.
That is why we must give
greater attention to tenure and
promotion , and we must develop
beller programs for ~esident
students," he said.
"It is clear that the rapid
expansion period is over. The
future should bring stable en·
rollment. We a r e finally ap'
proaching a learnin g society."
Earlier in th e meeting. Debll'
r ah Haim o. Chairperson of
UMSL' s math ematical services.
was elected to a th ree year term
in tht' Inler · faculty Counl·il.
Charles Armbrustcr, a~~llL' i a,e
prufessor of chemistry . was e·
le,'led 10 re pre~ct1l UMSL in the
Missouri Assembly of Faculty in
Higher Ed ucation .

Lt. \\ illianl C~dlt·\ .Jean 'Ci 'r~llHlou, \

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and comp iled as of September 5, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Mai.ne 04103
I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order - no cash, pl ease.)

o
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Directed by PAUL AUSTIN
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"SHE IS IMPISStVE ...

Miss Lindfors is Excellent as she mercurially brings
to life a cavalcade of 36 women , from Shaw, Ibsen , Colette, Shakespeare, Sylvia
Plath , Brecht, a battery of women 's liberation journalists and many other sources. "
THE NEW YORK TIMES

:J.

"SHE HAS GONE FAR AND PENETRATED DEEP.
with love and admiration and with noble and theatrical skill. ..

--...-....
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ELLIOT NORTON
Record American and Bostpn Herald Traveler

Friday, October 10th - 8:30 pm - le. Penney Auditorium -.
$2 Students, $3 Fac. & Staff $4 Public
~
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Tickets on sale
University Center Information Desk
Presented by the Un iversity Program Board
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a family history
I

UMSI. st·u de" t· donate s
Kathy O'Brien
•

Dear l..ooisa, .
.
It Is with great pleasure that I th.is
morning among . the confusion. ...of camp
seat myself to pen. you a few lines to let
you know that I am amongst the living
and In tolerably fair health. I am not very
_II or very sick, but I feel rather weak
and bad from laying around in camp ... 1
think of home as little as possible. When I
am out on guard alone, then I .thlnk of
those dear. ones which I left behind. Be
patient (if you . are not so). for all will be
right In time, If . not before sprlng. I
cannot tell anything abdut. when I will see
you.

An UMSL student, Linda Sanders', great-great uncle wrote
the above approximately 114
year ago in a letter lo his wife
during the CIvil War.
This is just a short excerpt
from one of the 88 letters Linda
recently donated to the Urban
and Industrial Manuscripts Division of UMSL's Ar~hives.
l'he letters date fro m 1845 to
1864; Acdtrding to Linda they
can be divided into three sections: Those dates from 1845 to
1861 deal with his life as a
s tudent and a school-teach er .
The second and probably most
inte resting section is about the
Civil War. Then, there are from
ten to fifteen letters written to
his wife from a woman who
. cared for him when he was
wounded in Missippi.
Mrs . Irene Cortinovis, who is
in charge of UMSL's Archives,
said , " They (the lettets) -are a ·
valuable and unique collection
because the number of letters is
a lot for the Nineteenth Century
and they cover such a long span
of his life . The fact that they
havn 't been destroyed is something."
,
Linda said, "For the first one
hundred years they were kept in
a wooden box .. a drugs and
medical supplies box . Then ,
about ten years ago my father
put the most important ones in
plastic. They were just kept up

hi?h;' we didn't know about ' writes to his wife he explain~
\ humidity and bugs, so· it was
why he believed in the South.
lucky they weren't ruined."
The letters also show what
people were thinking at that . The letters weren't p.assed
time. For instance, they had no
down through the family in any
idea the war was going to be 'so
special way. Linda said that she
terrible.
got them from her father because she showed more of an
"The lett~rs will be' catainterest than her three siblings.
logued 'on our own campus and
many classes will be able to use
Linda didn't keep them for
very long, though. "I just got
them; they've been in my family
for a long time and I felt that
more people should be able to
see. them." Her second reason
for donating them was for safety.

one like that in my family and it
really makes history come alive."

them for straight res'e arch, Mrs . .
Cortinovts said.
Linda, who has carbon copies'
of all the letters said, "I like to
read them over and over be- \
cause it's like the people are
alive . Dyson was obviously wellliked and looked up to. It
pleases me that there was some-

I

.

-.

•

She also said, "I feel good
about giving them; I feel that I diu the right thing. Now other
people who are interested have
acces~ to them."

FEATURES

Her family didn't get upset or .
try to stop her when she told
them her plans. She said, "I
asked my dad, .and he said that
he gave them to me, so it was
up to me what I wanted to do.
But he did think it was a good
idea. "

•

Linda . considered donating the
collection to the Missouri Historical Society, but :;he decided
not to since she is a student at
UMSL and th e Archives are new
and in need of things . .

•

Mrs Cortmovls said, "It's the
mos t signigican t contribution
from a student so far. We urge
other students to contribute anything of family artifact s or
memorabilia. Weare open to all
family geneology, photographs-anything connected with history
of the St. Louis region ."
Most of the letters are
itten
by Absolum Roby Dyson; he
was a postmaster, school-teacher
and part-time farmer from Steelville, Missouri. Being a Confederate sympathizer he joined t\:le
Confederate side , even though
Missouri voted to go Union. He
gave his life for the Confederate '
course. All of his friends joined
the Union side. In the letters he

Various items marked -with
red tag

a

off

•

ABOVE ARE a few of the 88 old letters representin g the Civil War period recently donated to the UMSL \
archives. [Photo by Liz Schmidt] .

,
Sale includes
many gift shop items
toiletries
I
radi.os
and many inore
ltems
.

D LODE FOB BID TAG
all sales final
no refunds ...... no returns no furtber discouDts allowed
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Rafsighting , near cafeteria
[continued from page I]
to come around unless there is a the insects in- all the little cracks
"We are onl1 on campus
where they might have been
supply of food to attJ;act them ."
- about 45 minutes a day and in
hiding. "
The sanitarian said the best
that period of time we do the
The food service is not the
way to prevent rats is to eliminbest we can . Regulating the
ate their food supply and the . only place on campus where rats
sanitary conditions demands
were reportedly seen.
place in which they hide. He
more control .t han we can give it
. said this. is most often dene with
One student said she 'recently
in the short length of time we're
saw a six or seven inch long
poison .
, on campus.." Ev,ans said . .
Edwards said he would be animal by Bugg ~ake during a
Edwards said that his own
late afternoon rainstorm which
concerned about the placing of
employes occasional Jlegligence
she believed to be rat'.
poison outside of the food sermay be a contributing factor to
However, when the Current
vic e unles S' it was dOll b y
the problem.
f ontacted Frank Moyer, a proprofessionals because there are
"But that car e le s s n es is
many stray dogs and cats who . fessor of biology whose students
rare , " he stressed.
might accidentally eat the pcison. use the lake for biological st udy,
An environmental sanita rian
he speculated the student mie:ht
Edwards e mph as ize d th e
fo r Vector Control said if r at~
have ' actually seen a muskrat.
c1aanlines: of the foo d service .
are around a rest-aurant it is a
Mus krats habitate near the lake,
"We make an effon to_keep
sig n of carelessness. When as kMoyer said .
the food service free of pests. In
ed if he thought it was common
" But it might have been a
fact: one day ' during the month
for food services to have rats
ra t," h e sai d . " 1.' 11 'certaif11 Y
lurking aro und , the sanita ian ~ of Aug ust we shut down 'the
keep my eyes open and I:Il . teB
buildings and did what .amountsaid . " I hope not. "
ed to a "fogging " technique in- my students to do so as well. "
" Rats have to feed every day .
which we sprayed deadly poison
And . they usually dig with in Q
th roughout the building in an
. radius of 100 feet or so of their
- effort to make sure we killed all food supply, ~o they're not ~oi n g

DORM FOOD SERViCE

.:s:...'

c
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"THIS DOOR
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c COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES' BOX 9411·
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Cindy 'Mohrlock: UMSL - student
and ROTC cadet ..
.

Thoma!> Taschinger
, Cindy Mohrlock. a juni,\1' main psychology, i~ the' 011h '
W OI1l .lI1 -from UMSL enrolled ' in
the Army ROTC (Reserve Oftic.:r
Trailling CommanJ) progra m at
Washington Univcr~it :-. .-\! ~O . .
~h( .. i~ a platoor: ~i:rgeaJ1\ hieing
fo ur year~ of active dut~ and t \\ ,)
\ ea r" 0 1 re"eryc dUl ~ aiter ~!lI'
grad'u"rc" a" a Second Lieutcn,HIt. She lht'n plan" to work in
the Transpon division of th e
Army . •
. 'The main benetit I derive
fr01l1 the Army no\\ is thai it is
lundlng mY edul'ation. 1 have a
full schol;;rshi p paying all l' '.
college expenses and 'a, $100.
monthh' ~lipt!nd ," she says'.
.... --"
"I h'a'yen't decided ye't if l' tl
devote my career .to the Arm~.
One of my long-range goals is to '
get a master's or doctoral de·
gree in psychology--either in tile'Army or ,out of it."
Mohrlock spent six \\eek ~ ._',1'
summer at Fort Knox. Kt' l1Ilh:k,
undergoing basic training Ib;i.1
all ROTC cadets Illust pa"s .
"It was an exciting experielh'e ..
and quile a ' challenge, ,. ~h
says. "200 l)f . the 800 cade ts
were women and e ndured l!.lmO~1
everything the men ' did . The
only difference was, that we were
not trained in hand- to-hand
combat and performed differe nt
exercises.
"But it was no picnie We had
many two-mi le marches in 95 °
weather with a 45 pound backpack up steep Kent ucky hill s .
And on o ur t h ree overn igh t
bivouacs it rai ned each time. I
learned qu ite a b(t about the
military last summer, "
A typicaY day for Mohrlock
mighr begin anyti me fro m '4 to
5:3 0 . "Aft e r ch .'w a n d PT
(ph ysica l tr a in ing) we u s u a ll y
spe nt two ho urs m class and
then had some 'pract ical t rain' ing'. such as learning to break
down and re-asse mble a tield
rad io," she explained .
.. After lunch we would spend
the afte rnoon t raining in the
field or watching a de monstrajo rin ~

tion , . If we wou ld use weapons
that day we'd come back around
3 and clt!an tht!m." (Mahrlock
fired both the M-16 semi-automatic and the M-60 heavy rnach ine gun.)
Supper for the cadets caTlle at
5 and after , a few more hours
training they. were off duty at 8.
"When otl' duty our time was
theoretically our own'. But we
\\ ere usually too busy--cleaning
uniforms or the barracks, studying, or polishing our boots--for
any social activity . Did you know ·
it take ' two hours to Rolish a
pair of boots 'properly'?"

But it wasn't all work and no
play. On weekends the cadets
had free -rime to visit the
officer's club, ride hon:eback,
watch movies, or get some badly
n~e d ed sleep.
But Mohrlock and most of the
other cadetS survived the' summer, richer both for the experience and by $480. She passed
with flying colors, a. fact which
helped her gain a full rather
thaI) partial scholarship.
M9hrlock expresses some ambivalence tow~ women 's liber'ation." '·1 believe in equal pay for
equal world - but I still like to

iMam~Burger79Ci
: S pecla I "
Re.~.
*
*
*
*
*#
*
*
ocr.
*
99 cents

:

Cole Slaw

Pre sen t coupo n when pl acing orde ,
OFFER EXPmES

:

5

**********COUPON4c********* '

~~~

8632

FAMIL Y RESTAURANT

Natural Bridpe

CINDY MOHKLOCK, UMSL's only female em:oUed in . the , Army
ROTC program. [Photo courtesy OPI]

,

I
I
Dinner includes:
7 vegetables- cwTy, rice, Indian
bread, papad and omelet.
Try exotic non veg .. dinners too.
India's Shalimar-Restauraflt
7215 Manchester Rd.Maplewood
OPEN IO:OOam-IO:OO pm Tues.
Sun.
. Call 647,5837 .

*************************

The Mama Burger, French Fries,

~

ONI;Y. S1.9~

her foreign military bases to
keep an eye In dictators and
maintain peace." ,
But surprisingly she favors
unconditional amnesty for draft
resisters. "We must bind up the
nation's wounds and unite our
peqple. There are too many
forces divid,ing us."

The MAMA BURGER BASKET INCLUDES :

_ _ ~ __ ... clip-walue coupon

As much as you can
No left over In plate please!

have doors opened for me." She
describes herself politically as a
conset,vative Republican.
She does not believe America's large defense budget should
be reduced. "We will probably
engage in armed confl~ct with
Russia or China in this generadon or next. And 1merica needs

t

Buy any size _Pizza at regular

pnce and receive a

FREE PIZZA
Next smaller size with equal

n F- ~ b e r

The Roast Beef makes
our meaI a better deal

.-,

in g r e ~ j ~ n t s

:

C 19j5 AFA St"rvlC't l'or p

I
1
I

Bring this ad. with yo u. Li mit one to
a ct.lsto mer. Va li d Monday, Sept. 29
th rough S unday, Oct. 5.

1~~RM...!~Y.!T~R:"O~:"" _ E~~~~ ::,~ ~ .~ I

Featuring our Pizza' and Salad .Buffet
Mon.-Fri. 11-2 \~~I you can eat $1.,.9

. 9418 Natural Bridge Road

! .-

Only 2 seconds from UMSLBztwe'e n. the 'north exits
I

.

Allow 20 minutes for car~y outs 522 ,8181
......

.

.

16 S. Bemiston , Clayton
6666 Chippewa
7400 N. Lindbe rgh Blvd .
3973 Le may Fe rry Road '
4021' Lindell Blvd .

Beef.

Arbys
p'iieS
It on.
C9/25
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UMSL CAR member, active in Boston
./

Thomas t;,aschlnger
Ed Curran, a graduate student
in Biology at UMSL, spent last
summer in Boston with the
Committee Against Racism
(CAR) working to ease racial
tension for the upcoming school
year. Because of court -ordered
busing, Boston was the scene of
much racial violence in 1974.
"Most of our work dealt with
bringing information to the people about integration," says
Curran, a pleasant young man
with curly blond hair. "The
people of Boston- -black and
white w~re generally sympathetic to us . We collected 35,000
signatures on a petition calling
for better schools and racial
harmony. "
'_
In addition to the petition
drive (CAR's main effort( the
gruop leafletted and created
public forums for discussing ihtegration. Bullhorns and soundr
trucks were used at shopping
centers and town squares to
attract the public's attention.
There was also much doorto-door work by CAR disseminating information and presenting

the petition.
CAR is a multi-racial organization with chapters all over the
US and Canada. There are
approximately 125 member$ in
the Boston chapter and about 15
in the St. Louis chapter. Their
goals are to promote racia1
unity, improve school systems,
and fight budget cuts in community services.
CAR also spent much of its
time defer.ding itself against
violent attacks by ROAR (Restore Our Alienated Rignts( .
"Most of the violence against ·
blacks is the work of ROAR, a
group of Racist thugs," continues Curran, a member of the
Progressive Labor Party (PLP).
"They are a minority of the
white community trying to intimidate the majority.
Curran stresses' that busing is
not the main issu~ in Boston.
"CAR" feels that busing is a
part of the larger issue of racial
unity and integration. Racisrr
divides the working class and
makes it more difficult for us to
solve our problems.
Dr. Paul Gomberg, Assistant

Professor of Philosophy, and his
wife Mary were the other members of the UMSL community
who went to Boston last summer.Gomberg and his wife, both
PLP members, spent one week
in August there' working with
CAR.
•'One of our most important
sucesses last summer was the
weakening of ROAR," says
Gomberg an intense man in hios
early thirties. "They have
stopped much of their violent
attacks and ha... e shifted their
tactics to prayer marches led by
Louise Day Hicks, a national
anti-busing figure."
.
Curran says that the St. Louis
chapter of CAR is in its founding
stage, anticipating possible
trouble over next year's desegregation of the Ferguson-florissant and Kinloch school districts.
" We think that if we can
ferment discussion of integration
and stop hate group> like ROAR
before they gain strength the
result will be a more pleasant
atmosphere and better schools
for the community." .

ED .CURR~, an UMSL student and member of tbe Committee
Agamst RaCism, spent a major portion of tbe summer worki-og on
tbe desegregation in Boston. [Photo by Henry Kueckenmeisu.>r J

The unco~promising ones.

,

<

.

/

The Hewlett-Packard
HP.-21 Scientific

$ 125.()()*

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific Programmable
, $195.00·

The calculations YOJl face require no less.
Today, even so-called "non-technical" courses
It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation .
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a vari.e-ty of technical calculations-complicated calOur HP-25 does all that-and much, much
more. It's programmable, whiCh means it can
culations that become a whole lot easier when
solv~ automatically the countless repetitive
you have a powerful pocket calculator.
problems every science and engineering tudent
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
faces.
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes
world's first scientific pocket calculator back i.n- necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables and
1972, and we've shown the way ever since.
The calculators ~ou see here are our newest,
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
the first our second generation. Both offer you - answer accUl:ate to 10 digits.
technology you probably won't find in competBefore you invest in a lesser machine, by all
itive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
means do two things: ask your instructors
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, 'log' and
about the calculations their courses require i and
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

or

\ Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are 'almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer
near you.
\

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658B, 19310 Prune ridge Avenue, Cupel'tino, CA 95014

61S{28

·Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxesContinental U.S., Alaska 8< Hawaii.

.
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,A BOUND
Sept. 25 Oct. 1
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Last day a student may drop a
course or withdraw from school
without receiving grades.

,,

I

A JoB

O?ENI~G

'FoliL

~~l~i£~ar!
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I
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I

SEMlNAR··Political Science and
International Studies. Doctors
Joel Glassman and Frederic
Pearson will speak on •• Are We
: Marching to Korea?"

r

I \
I

I

-

"DEFEND COLLEGE EDUCATION:
RIGHTS OF THE
WORKING CLASS." meeting
will be held in room 272,
University Center, from 9:3011:30 am. A special session on
Mflrxist philosophy--idealism
and materialism will be held.

Friday
FILM····That's Entertainment"
will be showing at 8 pm in room .
101, Stadler Hall. Admission is '
75c with an UMSL ID. Advance
tickets for all week-end films
may be purchased at the University Center Information Desk.
DANCE·· The Fashion Pacers
will be sponsoring a dance at the
snack bar ' from 8-12:30 pm.
Admission is $1.25.

I'VE <:.61 ')\)5\ THE. \\.\\~ fO/2.. "'(dV) ~~---

,

Last day a student may place a
course on pass.fall.
Gallery 210-The design works of
Bedford-Stuyvesant will be exhibited. for its final week in room
210, Lucas Hall from 1Q;,00- 5:00
p.m.

MEETING·There will be a meet:
ing on September 29, at 12:30
p.m. in room 75 of the J C
Penney Building.
Elevators
ate available in the lobby of t~e
JC Penny Building. Fqr more
information, please contact Deborah K. Phillips at 831-8543.

LmRARY TOURS·-Tours of the
library for UMSL students, faculty and staff 'will be held at 10
am, 1 pm, 3 pm, and 8:15 pm.
They will begin in the library

I

\
\

\

.
KWMU RADlO·-Jeff Hoffman
'will begin the "midnite til
morning" broadcast and Terry
Cavin will continue from 3 am to
7 am.

FILM·-"Tillie's Puntuated Romance " will be showing at 8 pm
in the JC Penney Auditorium.
. No admission charge .

.".. \'"

~esday '

CROSS COUNTRY·-UMSL in the
Cougar Invitational at Edwardsville, Illinois beginning at 11 am .
For the second consecutive
year, the U. Center's darkroom
will be open for stu,dents, faculty
and alumn·. The darkroom , located at 257 U. Center will anly
admit those persons wl;lO show a
darkroom pass and have practicaL darkroom experience. The
cost of the passes are $5 fot
students, $7.50 for faculty and
alumni.
.
For more information contact
Jeane VogeJ or Ron Edwards
through Susan Fischer at
453-5291

FILM·-"That's . Entertainment"
will be showing at 8 pm in room
101, Stadler Hall. Admission is
75c with UMSL ID.
DANCE •• Minority Student Service Coalition will sponsor a
dance at the snack bar. Admission is 75c with UMSL ID.
KWMU RADIO-.Larry Hall will
( begin the " Midnite til Morning"
broadcast from 1 to 4 am. Harry
Steen will take over at 4 and.
continue until 7 am.

SOCCER-·UMSL vs. Quinoy at
7:30 in Quincy Illinois. •
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY-UMSL vs. Eastern Illinois University in Charleston, Illinois at
10 am.

FILM·· .. The Gold Rush" will be
showing at 8 pm in the JC
Penney Auditorium at 8 pm. No
admission charge.
LmRARY TOURS··will be held
at 10 am, I, 3 and 6 pm for
UMSL students , faculty and staff
beginning in the tibrary lobby.

LmRARY TOURS-·will be held
at 10 am, I, 3 and 6 pm. for
UMSL students, faculty and staff
beginni.n g in the library lobby.
SEMINAR··A Biology Seminar
will be held on •'The Mountain
Gorilla Habitat and Diet" by Dr.
William G. D. 'Arcy of the
Missouri Botanical Garden. It
will begin at 3:30 pm, room 316,
Stadlc:r Hall.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY··
UMSL vs. Meramec Community
College at 4 pm at Meramec.

night
•

The "History 'of, Sex;
in the Cineilla
..--

a.

••

I

-,

~

I

Presentl y a professor of cinema at the University of Southern California,
Mr . Knight has ~aught at the City College of New York and Columbia University.
A former film critic for the Saturday Review, he is the author of the
co~?rehensive history of film, The Liveliest Art , ~nd has served as a jury
member for the Venice and San Francisco film festivals.
In his lecture ,
which is illustrated with film clips, he relate~ the alternating perio,d s of
permissiveness and repression in films t~ their h~stoiical, sociological and
psychological roots.
/

1'1': 45 Gill- ' .r iday, 'Octob'e r ,3r

J=.C. Penney Audiioriulil
PRESE~TED BY THE" UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD, FINANCED WITH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS.
/

,
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.,lte 'First Store.in St. Louis Featuring
Tlte NEW

.I0HII .DIEIIVIER

WIIIDSOIIG

•

NOW

99
$4
.All Records
LOKKills & Me.'iSill{l
"So Fille"
including:
I Like It Like That / Splish Splash
Wake
Little Susie
Lover's Question

.

..

PINK FLOYD
WISH YOU WERE HERE
including:
Shine On You Crazy Diamond
Welcome To The Machine
Have A Cigar/Wish You Were Here

..

..

/

ORIGIONAL CAST SOUNDTRACK

NOW AVAILABLE IN THIS
TWO RECORD SET
9

~:t

Bruce Sprillgsteell
Born To RUIl

including:
Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out /Jungleland
Backstreets/ThunderRoad / She's The One

COLUMBIA RECORDS

UNIVERSITY ·
BOOKSTORE
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-Once wasr:eally enough
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Steve -MeaDS
Whether Kirk Douglas should
be the gentle, loving father of a
deUcate _child or a blood-andguts commander of an army on
the verge of attack Is still to be
seen. This casting dilemma Is In
reference to the new Jacqullne
Susann film adaptation of "Once
Is Not Enough."
Guy Green is to be credited
with a competent job of direction
considering the little help he had
from the weak dialogue. Consequently, as the dialogue faded,
the plot lost much of the
cohesiveness that was vitally
needed in this sort of story.
It opens with flashbacks conjured within Mike Wayne; (Kirk
Douglas) about his young, and
beautiful daughter, Jan uary,
(Deborah Raffin) who had suffered severe injuries in a motorcycle accident and is just now
back on her feet. This might
seem to provide reasonable material for the rest of the movie,
which could have been utilized
effectively--but wasn't. To make
a long story short, Mike Wayne
lives his entire life around his
daughter, compromising himself
and everyone around him for her
benefit. Towards the end ho w-

_

1

ever, she -lets him down in favor
of a man twice her age : 1tut this
is no ordinary man, he is Tom
Colt, (David Janssen) a derelict
author who is at odds with Mike
Wayne. It seems Wayne poorly
directed one of Colt's books,
totally destroying its possibilities
The plot rambles on, and in the
end sees the world falling down
around January's ears. That's it.
Think something was left out?
Nope.
There were other characters
floating around of little importance. David Milford (George
Hamilton) was January's first
encounter after the accident.
Both the men, Milford the
fictitious, and Hamilton the real,
spent their time looking beautiful. Wayne 's wife was of little
impact; spending a good deal of
her time with a lesbian playmate
named Carla , who later became
a switch-hitter for the likes of
David Milford . Brenda Vacarro
protrayed the garish, and unrefined Linda Rigg , a second-rate
magazine editor. Somehow she
manages to force herself on the
viewers like bad cough syrup.
At one point in the film , January
asks her after a rank comment:
"Linda , do you have to be so
crude?" which is precisely what

the audience has- been asking
themselves for the last hour and
a half. Admittedly though, Raffin manages to salvage a reason- .
. able performance in the light of
the theatrical ' mayhem around,
her.
"Once Is Not Enough" was
miscast. Kirk Douglas still says
"baby" as if he has a bullet
from a sniper lodged in his rib
cage. Janssen was simply not at
his best. For the remainder,
they will be left to rest in peace.
The film stands not as a total
waste of time, but just a
marginal waste of time. Thus,
the crowds only real reply to
" Once Is Not Enough" is
"Enough !"
Now showing at various
theatres .

•

._ .. 1-;-" , ••• .- .. ... .:

.

.

Auditions for " Dial M for
Murder" will be held at 8 pm
Thursday, September 25th at the
Theatre Guild of Webster
Groves. The classic murder
mystery by Frederick Knott has
roles for five men and one
woman. The Guild is located at
517 Theater Lane (corner of
Newport and Summit) in Webster Groves. For more information call 962-0876.

Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and Rembrandt are among the artists included in ' a
lecture series on "Great Masters" offered at the St. Louis Art
Museum this fall. The free
course is held in the Museum's
auditorium on Thursdays at 11
am beginning October 2 and is

•.
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repeated on Saturdays at 1:30
pm beginning October 4.
Each meeting of the 10-week
slide-illustrated lecture.,series
focuses on an important artist of
the 13th through 17th century •
with emphasis on why the individual painter is considered
"great." The artists will be
discussed in historical sequence,
especially in terms of how they
influenced other artists whose .
wor-k is represented in the
Museum's colleCtion.
.
No registration is required,
although the "Great Masters"
series is offered as a course.
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HERE HE IS NOW THAT WE NEED HIM!
"My God, it's my father!"

Rene Conroy
"Nothing is funnier than unhapure to leave the master who - Clov, in his shreds of grey
piness," argues the mother in
mechanic's uniform, and Hamm
degrades him. It is hinted that
Samuel Beckett's play " Endin his satirical officer's uniform _
the two men OIice had 'a homogame." The responsive audience ' sexual relationship; the mood
with black goggles were effec. tive.
that assembled in the J .C.
and scene are dead.
Penney Auditorium last Friday
As Hamm, Gerry Bamman
It may be difficult to imagine
evening for the production were
maintained his characterization '
seeing this suffering go on for al
not disappointed. There was
of a decaying spirit and body
most two hours and have the
enough tragedy disguised as
well. Larry Pine's portrayal of
audience laughibg. Much of the
vaudville for everyone, in this
cynical, ironic dialogue comes
the downtrodden and persecuted
Manhattan Project's adaptation .
Clov was so vivid that one could
off as comic one liners such as:
In the post-doomsday setting,
almost smell him as Hamm
"Do you believe in the life to
the isolated characters are repcome?"
complained of his smell. The
resenting humanity at large .
father, Nag, (Tom Costello) and
"My life has always been like
Hamm, blind and paralyzed, and
Nell, the mother, (Saskia Noordthat. "
Clov, his servant, are just sethoeck Hegt) made a fine comedy
The well cone "stage busitling down, to begin another day
team.
ness" in the production, includin their absurd life. Hidden
"Endgame", as directed by
ing pratfalls, mime, and their
away in a hamper and a large
Andre Gregory stretches the
use of music as an ironic
cardboard box, Hamrlrs parents
boundaries of theatre and the
contrast to the action is innovamake their appearance from
actors themselves, yet commtive and enhanced the idea of
time to time and act as a chorus.
p.arddox, central to Beckett's
unicates and maintains contact
They are treated like dogs as a
with the audience. As presented
work.
result of Hamm regarding them
The creative abilities of theby the University Program
as irresponsible fornicators ford
Board, this production of avantactors were evident in their
having a son like him.
garde theatre represents an exhandling -of props such as the
stuffed dog, the walls of the ' citing beginnillg of the PerformThe action of the play centers
stage and the coke-can binocuing Art Series at UMSL and a
around Hamm ' s unsuccessful
suicid~ attempts and Clov's fail- · lars. The tattered costumes, welcome experiment in taste ..

-Margaret Truman Daniel, Time Magazine

'''Harry' is not only a fond remembrance of a fiery character, it is a crash course in one segment of history
for the younger generation whose lives were never
directly affected by the man. And more importantly, it
is a memorable evening of the theatre:'
-Edwa., Daily Variety

"Truman'was th~ sort of man who realized that being
President was not the same as being king:'

-lamm, Rock Group Chicago

"It's fun to see important men in high places drop their
pants:'
-Mike Steele, Minneapolis Tribune

CL

'Bitt ~.

-----'----------

Personals

For Sale

pments

.JAMES WHITMORE
as Harry S. Truman in

EVERYTHING SALE- Tapestries, Rugs, Fu~iture,
fondues, pictures, etc. Must leave Tuesday, whole
appartment of goods. Everything must go- Call
Darlene Walker 429-3220,

Peggy is a bureaucrat .
Eat shot, McMullan
Bon - Happy 21 st birthday. I love you. TC
Walt, Mike, we need you. Jan

PASS IT AROUND
Piano lessons by a professional teacher. All levels.
References. 434-0153
Want to try something really exciting? Now you
can learn how to parachute at a reduced price. If
interested in further details. call Rob Reynolds at
727-3907.

Happin$ is a 500J0 reduction
Well, Julie, I gues s I'm late again. Sorry .
Buying stereo ish't nearly as ,much fun as love.

a

Will 'Rogers never

m~t

tlie Central Council News

PI•• dIssWs II . . .255 ....sIIy ~'.
. CIISSiIWs •• 11c .... .....51 • II . . . . . ......1IIic. .
UMSL STUDENTS ONLY

GIVE 'EM BELL, II.&RRY!
.. ~aI" ~C»"'~"'~""~OOiIIIIU"'CIRA"""

Technicolor'

NOW ON THE SCREEN ... Capued for the ~._.inIad ...
..a.1gIId ... " " " ' ... eucdv 85 iI was ........ on sbIge.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday September 24, 25, 26
Each Day Shown at 2:00 PM- 7:30 PM- 9:30 PM
ALL. SEATS $3.00 tax in~1. (No Mail Orders)
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
. ' At' THESE 4 CINEMAS
. , '

AVALON CINEMA
• 1...... (.'> ~·fI(.H""" t.'

-

""

~" I

.,.. A

DES PERES 4 CINE'
1- 270 & MANCHESTER

•

'JAMESTOWN MALL
liNDBERGH & OLD IUIE \lO IN AD

~

NORTHWEST PLAZA
....... , '" , H ...... ' .,.

~ l i'\ • fI

" ..

I

..

r
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Your wedeling
in pictures

rriumvirat:
electronic

S'PECIAl NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER

virtuousity

10% oH on prepalel weelell•••
20% oH o ....11....1 w.elell•• alltu...
Call l oclay for a. appol........1

838-8168
II'

P~U~~~Yf
AqS., floriss..nt rd..

hW» '10 ~ fU,R.rJ.

c.oaL \I~LLc:J

-wed1l£5d,ay

SEX AND MOVIES: Critic Arthur Knight, a frequent contributor 10
Playboy magazine and author of " The History of se~ in the cinema"
will speak at 11:45 am Oct. 3 in the J.C. Penne,}' auditorium . Knighl
is billed as discussing " The historical , sociological and psychological
roots of permissiveness and repression in t~ movies." Film c1ip~
will accompany tbe address. [Photo courtes) Prog.·amming !Joal'd

9p.m.-lcV1.

Pre-Wash

DENIM
IS DYNAMITE!
THE
IN
SHOP
~FORHER~

• STYLISH BIB TOP SKIRTS
PREWASH DENIM-FLARED
JRS. 5-11 REG $14 now $7.99
• BIB TOP OVERALLS
PRE-WASH DENIM
JRS. 5-11 REG.$16 now $9.99
~FORHIM· - lI ·

• NEW SOFTER -INDIGO BLUE
COlTON PREWASH DENIM
ZAPPED WITH RiVETS ....... .
·2 FRONT 2 BACK F:'QCKETS
SIZfS 30 to 36 REG!13 now $16.99

Question: Can you name three
world famous rock keyboard
plajers? Answer:Keith Emerson,
Elton John, and Jurgen Fritl':.
J u rgen Fri tz!? So you never
heard of Jurgen Fritz of Helmut
Kollen or Hans Bathelt? How
about Triumvirat? Anyone who
has heard either of their records
"I1Iusions on a Double Dimple",
Harvest ST-11311 and "Spar·
tacus", Capitol ST-11392, or saw
them in concert would surely
remember.
Triumvirat is not just another
three man facsimile of Emerson
Lake, and Palmer, with Jurgen
on keyboards, Helmut on vocals
and bass , and Hans on drums ,
but as more and more people
are finding out everyday an
. excitting new group from Cologne, Germany. Possibly some
o·f Triumviral's popularity is due
to the similarity to the musical
style of ELP. But they are slowly
beginning to be offered as the
rival to, hot just being compared
to ELP.
Currently they are on their
second American tour to promote their newest album Spartacus, with instant crowd recognition at the _beginning of each
new song. "The March to Eternal City" though was with0ut a
doubt the crowds favorite of the
evening. This is a haunting
number with an eerie marching
beat which was staged very
nicely complete with flashing
lights and fog, which seemingly
floated the stage out above the
audience . Other highlights of
both the show and new album
were "The School of Instant
Pain", "The Burning Sword of
Capula", and "Spartacus" the
title song.
Although the group h ~ s been
together for six years in Germany, only in the last year have
they reached the American listeners. Their doubtless familiarity with one another shows ir
their stage performance, whid
isn't the flas hiest around, but
one of the best musically cooridinated, smoothly shifting from
su d den synthesizer attacks to
softly lyric ballads .
. Without a doubt on their next
to ur Tri u mvirat will b e the
headlining group if they continue their current formula for
success, good solid music on
both stage and record . So do
yourself a favor. Pick up on
" Spartacus", a truly awesome
record by Triumvirat and then
you 'll have the answlir to the
question.

KWMU ;p resents
orchestra :musi~
The broadcasts of the Cleveland Orchest r a , until recentl y
aired in the St. Louis area on
station WOKZ, will be presented
on KWMU, 90.7 Stereo FM,
beginning in October. The series
will run Tuesday nights at 8 pm .
. Music Director of the Cleve·
land Orchesfra. rated in t he
nation's "big five ," is the
distinguished American conductor Lorin MaazeJ. MaazeJ's ten·
ure began with the start of the
1972· 73 season, after an interim
during which Pierre Boulez
acted as musical advisor and
Principal Guest Conductor, fol·
ling the death of George Szell on
July 30, 1970. Matthias Bamert
is Assistant Conductor and Rob·
ert Page, Director of Choruses.
The broadcasts, in quadra.
phonic sound, are taped live in
Severance Hall , and at the
Orchestra's outdoor summer
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Football opens i~stramural season
Paul Koenig

~

Football, the first of many
intramural activities for the cur-·
rent year, got under way on a
. dismal Sept, 16 as three of four
scheduled games were played on
the freshly-marked upper field
adjacent to the Multi-Purpose
'Building, Two games are played
on the "gridiron" at one time.
The three o'clock action pitted
the Rowdies against the Fun
Palace. The Rowdies took possession of the kick-off but lost the
ball on the first set of plays on
an interception and literally
"couldn 't hold on to the ball "
the rest of the game . The
yellowed-jerseyed Rowdies
yielded four interceptions to a
stingy Fun Palace defe nse. The
Fun Palace opened up an early
aerial game, several "bom.bs"
found their marks, and by halftime they were well in command, 18-8. The Rowdies scoring came on a short quarterback
keeper coupled with a safety
good for two points. The final
was 24-8.
Also slated at that same
starting time was the Jets-"Piker" Pledges game. The opening kick-off went to the Jets,
who, following numerous initial'
exchanges of the football, "drew
first blood" on a touchdown
pass. The second half began as
the first had with both teams
giving up possession' several
times before the Jet quarterback
found a receiver unattended and
administered the "coup de
gras." Down 12-0, The " Pledging" quarterback got his team
on the scoreboard with an impressive run _ t~ the endzone.
"I hose newcomers fell short.
however, 12-6.
The 4 pm game matched frat
rivals Sigma Tau Gamma and
Tau Kappa Epsilon. The Sig Tau
team controlled the ball first but
soon yielded to a tough "TEKE"
defense. There was no scoring in
the opening half as the entire
game proved to be a major
defensive battle. It was the Sig
Tau's that did the only scoring .
of the game as an alert Sig Tau
defender took charge and downed
the"TEKE" quarterback inside
his own endzone. A whistle had
blown and the "TEKE" signalcaller thought the play was

Presents'

SUPER
SPEC.AL
La'lt4!

$1

SPA611Eni

Double

14" PIZZA

$~

$~

Save 494 .
.
Save 55.
Save 954
Every Qay 4
to Mldnl..

p.m.

INTRAMURAL OFFE~G: VoUeybaU is included in the broad
range of events offered in the intramural program this faU. [Photo
courtesy of UMSL athletic department]

· V~~~t!!OR

N_w'lt County

7~O N,

LIndbe." lI.d.

laten on Preml ...

_County
3500 ........y .eny Rd.

w••t County
9500 Natural Bridge Rd.
'Two foppl.,. Unolt

Look into the Air Force ROTC. And there are
4·year, 3 -year, or 2-year programs to choose from .
Whichever you select, you ' ll leave college with a com mission as an Air Force officer. With opportun ities for a
pos ition with responsibility ... challenge ... and, of course,
financial rewards and security.
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership
positions ahead . Positions as a member of an aircrew ...
or as a missile launch officer ... positions using mathematics ... sciences . .. engineering.
Look out for yourself. Look into the Air Force ROTC
programs on campus.

- Cap't aln ~Steven C. Walker

652-1022.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

[continued on page Hi]

YELL LEADERS ·:
To all guys
interested in'
becoming yell
leaders:
1st. meeting
Tuesday,
September 30th
at 7:30 a.'m.
UMSL gym

Slnq!e

10" piZZA

See What's Cookin' _at

f

/'

FOIIMERlYAIIU52Sf.CHARlESROCI(ROAD.

-

CARRY OUTS -

8961 NATURAL BRIDGE

427-3813._

IN TH E BEL ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

\ BUt

4-

'1~~
/
NEW

BEER

\\\

BLIiSTE~!
,1\ 5{. Lovis .•.. ··

"Ot....,

VALUABLE COUPON
LIMIT ONE

•

5

••

$1.49

3' piece
CHICKEN
.
dinner,

Includes
: ' pot'ato.' grav),
• cole slaw, and one ron.

.............

$1.24
with coupon

Late Show Fri.&Sat.12:00
Daily 7:00 8:40 10:20
Sun . 12:40 2:20 4:00 5:40 7:20 9:00
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Socce.r Riverme'n wi'n tough game on

•

GOOD GRIEF THAT WAS CLOSE: Goalie Rick Hudson kept
UMSL's net empty as the RJvermen triumphed 1-0_ [Photo by Betty ·
Brallmaler]

freshmen it's taking us a while '
Tom Rodgers
: to adjust to each other. "
In its firs regu~tion-time vicThat "new goalie" Dallas was
tory of the season Saturday, the
referring to is Rick Hudson , who
UMSL soccer team extended its
played a brilliant first half an,p
record to 2-0=1 on a 1-0 win over
solid second half with 10 saves
the Eastern lllinois University
for
the afternoon. "He took
Panthers on Riverme n field.
charge back there. That's what
· Eastern lllinois went away with
· we need," commented Dallas.
a 1-1 record.
Statistically, the 'R ivermen
"They're a defensive-type
produced 1 goal, 14 shots on
· club, which resulted in us getting
goal, 2 corner kicks, 10- goalie
shut out in the' first half," statea
saves , and 16 fouls. The PanRivermen head coach Don Dallas
thers had no goals. 17 shots on
when referring to the low score,
goal, 8 corner kicks, 4 goalie
The Panthers not only blanked
saves, and 32 fouls .
the Rivermen in the first half,
"It's going to b"e like this all
they controlled the ball most of
•year," stated Dallas in alluding
the time, applying exte'nsive
pressure on UMSL goalie Rick '
Hudson .
In the second half, the River.men began to create problems
· for the Panthers as UMSL controlled the flow of the game
most of the time and played
brilliant defense the remaining
time. With 81 :47 passed in, the
game, UMSL freshman Jack
Donovan kicked h~~e the deciding and only goal on an assist by
' freshman Steve Moyers off the
misplay of Panther .goalie John
Baretta.
.
When asked about the key to
the second half turnaround, Dallas commented, "We established better communication
between our wings and backs .
With . a new goalie and several

BUYING A STEREO
is like MAKING LOVE:
YOU CAN UP9AADE A PIECE AT A ,TIME. .

.....--!ii
Moat of you probably oouldn't get what
you really wanted the first tkne around. So,

-

If you're ready for aomethlng better, let us
, help you .. And, If you know St. louis, you
know that HI-FI Fa-Fum Is better equipped
to help you choose the best.
Everybody has a sound room. We -think
that's conf!Jsing -with all those buttons and
knobs, and you never know what's playing.
We have Speaker Comparison Rooms which
compare speakers at the same volume
,levels. That'a called volume .compensation,
and It's the only way to tell!

-

-

OUr most popular speakers are
made ·by Advent. Thay sound
better than many ()ther speakers
provide the best bass rea~ of
any bookshelf sP,eaker.

regular _

259.95

•

l.

. now

$199 .95

save

t9 the remainder of his tough
schedule. The next oppo.lent on
. .the Rivermen schedule is Quincy
College which possesses an undefeated record ' and the NAIA
national championship from last
year. It will be played on Sept.
27 at Quincy, Illinois, at 7:30
pm. When asked about Quincy '
specifically, coach Dallas repliee' , "They are a very tough
opponent when you play them
up there (Quincy). Even when
they don't have a strong team
personnel-wise they play well at
-home. Thi year they are ' undefeated, so this should be a
tough one. "

'C U)SE ' CALL: The contest was close most of the afternoon as the
Rivermen battled the Panthers from eastern illinois. [Photo by Bett)·
BraUb!lier]

Harriers drop double-dual. meet
The Rivermen cross country
team came away from their first
meet of the season w'th two
defeats on Wednesdl!-y Sept. 17.
They lost to Washington University 20-35 and Greenville College
28-29 in the double dual meet
held in Forest Park.
The flat c.ourse produced come
fast times as Dennis GyUenhaal
of the Bears led the field around
. the five mile circuit in a time of
16:30. He was followed bv
~ teammate Joe Robinson in a
time of 27:48 and Neil Rebbe of
the Rivermen in 27:53. Also
phicing for the Rivermen were
Fran Hake , 7th ill 28:27, Bobbv
Williams, 12th in 28:53, Jim
Shanahan, 14th in 29:26, and

Jerry Young, 15th in' 30:21.
.
" Our times are not that bad ,
but running with only tive people we have no room for error,"
said Mark Bernsen. head <;oach
of the harriers. "With the
addition of a couple of people we
would have more pushing , but
right now we have to concern
ourselves ~ith
gettin ~ the
runners we have to do their
best. "
The Harriers will journey to
'Sm:Edwardsville Saturday for
the Cougar Invitational. The
field has not bet;n finalized yet,
but the Cougars, returning with
a strong team from last year, are
expected to be one of the main
contenders .

_ The Small Advent wltli the Big
SOund is only $92.00.

24% ·

The Kenwood KA-3400 is a really fine 16 watt receiver, ~20, 000 Hz at less than
1 % THO. Regular $259.95. Special this week only at $199.95:
'

SHURE MflED

U6.50 $16:'95 ;~.(.~'di/al.
Are records your -problem? We
have the solutions. 1. Replace
your cartridge. The .sureat. bUy
on the market Is the best
Shure ·buy, and M91EO (rnacr
r)etic, of course) for onry
$16.95.
Orfginal list $56.50. . .
-NOON TILL NINE
DAILY
TEN nLt' FIYE
SATURDAY

Tape your records. Do
you know that records
suffQ!" major damage atter
10 plays, even .on the best
equipment? . Our new
Tandberg tape. decks are
magnificent I The TCD-310
Cassette Recorder tapes
records so well · you can't
hear the difference. Three .

"

/

motors and Dual capstan.

Only $499.95.

J

'·7.

-. 1""1
.59,·N ORMANDY

Fo-FuTIl.

·3~

NOIiIt. ~ Bw',

'291-&484

HOURS:
"We

SHOpp~aNTER

_D~Y. _soAY . ...DAY 9 ::10-.:30
TUlSDAY. ~1_ISD"Y . SATUIIDAY 9: )O'~OO ~,M.

9~~~ e¥~ythin9

'.M.

we

~!"
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Volleyball opens with five victories
"

I

,Jim ShanaJiail

The volleyball-team got off to
a fast start Saturday as they
opened the seaso~ with fi've
straight victories. They downed
Forest Park Community College
15-8, 15-7, Principia 15-13, 15, 13, Principia B-team IS-I, IS-I,

SIU-Carbondale 15-4, 13- is, 1513, and SIU-Carbondale B-team
15-9, 15-6.

Thursday: Saturday was the first
Carmen Forest.
.: time they really had a chance to
. " Sq far things are going
play together. ",
weIl," said Whitney. "S:lturday
.....
The
team
appears
to
have
a
';'
we had some beautiful passing.
"} was extremefy pleased,;'
bright future.' Seven of the
Their feet were working and
stated Judy Whitney, director of
fourteen women are freshlJ1en.
their minds wer~ working. It was
women's athletics and voIleybaIl
exciting to watch."
Leading the way on the team are
coach. "I oIlly 'made the cut la~t
Tuesday and l experimen ted,
:;enior Jean Schreiber and junior
On other scenes , the women's
tennis tearrt' opened their short
fall season with a 5-1 victory
over Lindenwood on Wednesday
Sept . 17 and a 3-2 win over
MaryviIJe Monday Sept. 22. The

8..eginning Sept. 15th !
. The Sheraton Airport !
will be featuring the
The Phlithy W/CNasty I,
·Inc.
..
.
In Its newly remodeled,
, '
I
Lounge'
!'/:IlIthy McNlisty
only prot!,!~es
an excellent
l
of music' bu.t!
its audience if j
J,(remeIJdous
~ 1950sshow
" and the
music of
today

!

.

I

I

i

,

show time is '
9pm-1am
NO ,covil,

.f

Sheraton Airport
:wotcJr'lnn
'
420 1 NORTH LINDBERGH BLVD '
. BRIDGETON MC 63044

schedule has been divided, with
meets in bot.1l the fall and
spring, in ordet; to make scheduling easier.
MeanWhile the field -hockey
team got off to a slow start this
year. The young team suffer,ed a
5-1 loss to Southwest Missouri
State Tues ay Sept. 16, played
to a 2-2 draw against M~tamec
Friday Sept. 19, and took a 2-0
los s t o St. Lou is Un'iversity
Saturday Sept. 20. '

.'ntra_mural s~hei~'i;;-'b~gins
lcontinuecffrom page '14]

~- - '--

d """'d
<;;,.. . Th e S·-Ig Taus wa Ike d 0 ff
with a 2-0 victory.
The No-Names
H' ,-, '
vs.
US-Ales
game was not played and is to
_, be rescheduled at a later date.
Last Thursday, the 18th, the
Pros took control of the action
and walked ' ff
'th ,
18 0
o
WI
an
shutout victory over the Vets.
In Fraternity play, the P '
Kappa Alpha squad tied rival
Sigma Pi 6-6. Both teams played
tough defense but could get
little going offensively.
T he second set of games
that afternoon matched The
Huskies and the Rowdies. The
Rowdies came back strong after
a disheartening 24-8 loss in their 'season opener and shutout the
Huskies solidly 14-0.
The Fun Palace t~am played
, their second game of the week
and trounced the No;Names 20
-6 with the aid of contin ues
aerial success. The Fun Palace
' squad is - 2-0 with two games
remaining .
Director of Intramurals and
~fficial referee J im Velten divi- '
ded the twelve touch football
teams into three leagues instead
of two "to keep interest up."
Duri ng last year's competition

'

,_.. . ,--- '- ':
':.". -~'-- '
found that In a two
1Velten
.eague program teams are elimmated a lot sooner and subset1 I '
·th I'
quen y os~. mt~rest . WI
Ittle
or .n? partiCipatIOn.. 10 the rt'; mammg. ~ames .. Usmg Velte~' s
set-up, It IS pOSSible that a third
place team could take the overall
h
'
h'
..
I
ff
c a~plO~s IP , gammg a p ~r?
of
~osdl~I,onb Irtn hone E thhe-two WI tid '
.a~
e s . ac. team pays
four games--three. Intr aleague
plus one game with . a. squad
f~o~. one of the reman mmg two
'diVISions.

.

* * * * *

The golf tournament scheduled for last Friday was not held
because of wet grounds. It has
been rescheduled for tomorrow,
the 26th .

* * * * *

U MS L's tennis tournament
began Monday. Results of open:
ing day matches were unavailable 'as ",this article went to
,press.

* * * * *

Touch football games will be
played through the first two
weeks of October. Games are
slated for today, October 2. 7.
and 9. Come on out and support
you r favorite "jocks.

/ N~MAN 1-Ia1lSE"

.
'(± BlocK WEST OF ~N HALL)
, 82.00 NJmRPL. SRI D6E'
~
PHONE: (314) 385-3'1-55
~'

. VMS}. CHl\pU\itJ: .

~~ .

-

~.81LLL'ioNS

